Forsyte understands that working from home
and remote learning are no longer choices,
but necessities for your organization

Driving Technology Innovation.

Quickly set up a work environment with Forsyte I.T. Solutions to maintain productivity,
adhere to compliance regulations, and keep your people and data secure while you
work remotely during this time of uncertaintly.

WINDOWS VIRTUAL DESKTOP QUICKSTART
Combating COVID-19 in your school
Preparing for the possibility of a pandemic, U.S. schools and universities are starting to talk
about what online learning could look like in the event that physical campuses need to be shut
down over growing coronavirus infections.
As the number of confirmed cases of the new coronavirus rises across the United States,
hundreds of academic institutions have shuttered, with major universities shifting to online
coursework to protect their students.
Microsoft and Forsyte provide customers with a quick and easy rollout of Windows
Virtual Desktop to provide schools with high-performance desktops and workstations
with Azure.

Forsyte will deliver a Quickstart to:
Deploy Windows Virtual Desktop (WVD) on an existing tenant infrastructure. If the tenant
is not deployed then Forsyte can stand-up the core infrastructure for the deployment.
Deploy the host pool, Azure AD resources, and infrastructure to support WVD. If
determined by latency Forsyte can optionally deploy Traffic Manager and infrastructure in
Azure to optimize for your needs.
Work with the organization to publish apps, work with FSLogix and script access for
grouping for user access and administration of the installation.
Provide documentation for deployment and optionally can provided managed services for
this installation.
Work with the organization on gold image for host deployment

Get the Benefits of WVD with Foryste:
Virtualize both desktops and apps, then assign and connect users to them
Virtualize O365 ProPlus and deliver it to your users in an optimized environment
Reduce your CAPEX costs by lessening the impact of hardware product life cycles
Lower costs by pooling multi-session resources
Reduce the number of virtual machines in your environment
Bring your existing Remote Desktop Services (RDS) and Windows Server desktops and apps to
any computer with ease
Publish as many host pools as you need to accommodate your diverse workloads
Reduce your CAPEX costs by reducing the impact of hardware product life cycles
Provide a unified and simplified management experience for your admins

Contact us to talk through your options to get started now!
FORSYTEIT.COM | INFO@FORSYTEIT.COM | 844.587.4535

